and modeling studies. These papers include Ebrahimi et al. 1 who studied the slip velocity of a high molecular weight high-density polyethylene (HDPE) in steady and dynamic shear experiments using a stress/strain controlled rotational rheometer. These authors applied the multimode integral Kaye-Bernstein-Kearsley-Zapas constitutive model to predict the transient shear response of the polymer melt obtained from a rotational rheometer to show that the slip velocity is largely affected by surface energy. Antonopoulou et al. 2 proposed a 1D model for sedimentation using an effective maximum volume fraction, with an extension for sedimentation under centrifugal force, and carried out experiments with silica suspensions using an analytical centrifuge showing that effective maximum volume fraction accurately captures interparticle interactions and provides insights into the effect of centrifugation on sedimentation. Kaliviotis et al. 3 employed constitutive equations that they proposed earlier to estimate local viscosity characteristics for blood flow in a T-type bifurcating microchannel. Their results demonstrate that the viscosity is low in the branches of lower flow rate, which helps explain why the effects of physiological red blood cell aggregation have no adverse effects in terms of in vivo vascular resistance.
Constitutive equation modeling has always been a popular topic in HSR meetings. Mwasame et al. 4 extended a macroscopic model for the dynamics and rheology of a dilute emulsion with droplet morphology that they developed recently using the bracket formulation of non-equilibrium thermodynamics (NET) to also account for particle inertia effects. One of the advantages of using NET to derive mascoscopic models for complex fluids is the guarantee that the models are consistent with the laws of thermodynamics, as extended to non-equilibrium systems. The generalized bracket formulation was also used by Tsimouri et al. 5 to derive a constitutive rheological model for human blood which accounts for the formation and dissociation of rouleaux. The expressions for the aggregation and dissociation rates are derived self-consistently through the formalism as a function of the applied flow strength and rouleau conformation, allowing therefore for the avoidance of need to resort to phenomenological approximations to specify these rates.
Viscoplasticity has also been a popular topic in HSR meetings. Muravleva 6 studied numerically the axisymmetric squeeze flow of a Bingham plastic with the slip yield boundary condition at the wall employing augmented Lagrangian methods to compute the shape of the yield surface, velocity, and stress fields. Panaseti et al. 7 modeled the lubrication flow of a Herschel-Bulkley fluid with pressure-dependent rheological parameters in a symmetric long channel of varying width extending the approach proposed by Fusi et al. 8 for a Bingham plastic, which avoids the so-called lubrication paradox. They showed, in particular, that in a channel of constant width, the width of the unyielded core is also constant and the pressure distribution is not affected by the yield-stress pressure dependence. Salmanidou et al. 9 modeled the sliding episodes that formed the Rockall Bank Slide Complex using different types of rheological models in order to compute the total retarding stress and simulate submarine failure and considered the Bingham rheology and the frictional rheology in modeling the flow behavior.
Syrakos et al. 10 simulated the flow of silicone oil in a fluid damper, modeled by the Phan-Thien and Tanner and Carreau-Yasuda constitutive equations, and showed that fluid elasticity can affect the damper behavior in significant ways, being responsible for the "stiffness" (i.e., spring-like behavior) that is observed in experimental studies in the form of hysteresis in the force diagrams.
Papers relating to the derivation of analytical solutions and to theoretical analyses were also well represented. Saengow and Giacomin 11 derived exact expressions for the nonlinear complex viscosity and the corresponding nonlinear complex normal stress coefficients, for the Oldroyd 8-constant framework for oscillatory shear sweeps in large-amplitude oscillatory shear flow (LAOS) experiments. Kalogirou 12 derived an asymptotic model in the thin-layer approximation for a twofluid shear flow where the interface between the two fluids is coated with an insoluble surfactant, which includes important physical effects such as Marangoni forces, inertial forces arising in the thick fluid layer, as well as gravitational forces. Lytra and Pelekasis 13 investigated the static response of coated microbubbles using a novel approach in modeling contact between a microbubble and the cantilever of an atomic force microscope.
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